Murder at
the Luau
Chapter Two: Under the Banana Leaves

into the role of comforter when emotions ran high
as they did in academic circles. Kitty hadn’t wanted
to tear up during the hula, but that didn’t mean that
behind the closed doors of the ivory tower there
weren’t frequently tears of frustration, insecurity,
anger or envy. Marcus had done more than his share
of calming upset over the years, and he had devel-

“At the moment, I don’t know what to think,”
Ailani was saying. She was sitting in one of the chairs
Kitty had been envying earlier, after the tumult following the discovery of a human body beneath the kalua
pork.
“I think we won’t be eating pork tonight,” Kitty
said under her breath.
Marcus Kelekolio must have overheard her,
because he grimaced as though wanting to laugh but
knowing it would be inappropriate. Standing very
near him was Lacy, her arms wrapped around her
midsection, her eyes resolutely fixed on the footprints
she was leaving in the tender blades of grass around
her sandals.
Ailani may have overheard Kitty’s comment,
as well, but she certainly wasn’t amused. She looked
distinctly sick to her stomach.
Marcus stepped away from Lacy and placed a
fatherly hand on Ailani’s shoulder. He wasn’t much
older than Ailani, Kitty knew--maybe ten years or
so--but his kindly demeanor meant that he easily fell
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oped quite some skill at the task.
Lacy glanced up at Marcus and Ailani, then
back to the ground. She appeared to be finding some
comfort in the movement of the wind on the blades
of grass.
Ailani wiped her eyes, then glanced up with
a grateful smile at Marcus. Suddenly, her expression
changed.
“Should you be leaving to go get Angela? I’d
hate for you to be here watching me make a fool of
myself when she’s waiting for you to come get her!”
Ailani told him.
Marcus shook his head and patted her shoulder again reassuringly. “No, she was going to Uber
over, she thought it would give me more time to
meet Dr. Campbell and enjoy the luau. I’m guessing
she’s sitting in traffic right now.”
He looked around him, glancing first at Lacy,
then at Kitty. “Honestly, I’m glad she didn’t arrive
yet. I don’t want her to have the memory of...what
we just saw.”
His voice was soft and apologetic. If it hadn’t
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been, Kitty might have been so caught up in reliving

How ironic, then, that the work she had

the events of the past few minutes that she wouldn’t

undertaken now held her closer to the land of death

have heard the sniff that came from Lacy. The poor

than to the brand-spanking newness of life that

kid was barely over 20 years old, and she’d seen some-

those buds and shoots had represented.

thing vastly more gruesome than Kitty would wish on
her worst enemy.

As an archaeobotanist, Kitty explored the
world of humans and plants through time. Which

Or any pork lover.

was just a fancy way of saying she sifted burned up

Kitty turned and looked over her shoulder.

and dried out seeds and leaves from the dirt and

There were police officers, clad in uniforms consisting

tried to figure out how and why they got there. The

of short sleeved shirts and shorts but equipped with

plants she handled these days were literally nev-

the standard heavy belt, walkie-talkie and baton. They

er green and growing--they were dessicated, their

were working their way through the crowd of luau

moisture removed by heat or by dry air or both,

guests, most of whom, judging from their expressions,

and always by time; and what they left behind was

were experiencing a mixture of fear, nausea and fasci-

something more fragile and precious to Kitty even

nation. How many of them had ever been present on

than the tender bean shoots breaking free from their

the scene of a murder, Kitty wondered?

shell: facts.

How badly did she wish she could say she never had, either?

People, Kitty had found, were often unreliable. It wasn’t just that they were dishonest--sadly,

When Kitty was growing up, she was enam-

they often were--but more that they were dishonest

oured by growth and plant life. Watching a bean un-

while telling themselves they were HONEST. It

furl its shoot inside a plastic sandwich bag, moistened

wasn’t the lies that tripped Kitty up over and over, it

from where it lay against a bed of folded paper towel,

was the rationalizations. Seemed like it was never

had held her mesmerized. The soft, almost delicately

the crime, it was always the cover up.

tenuous shade of green in that shoot, which deepened

Kitty herself was not immune to the temp-

as it got closer to the developing leaf, filled her belly

tations of rationalization. Maybe that’s what made

with a tickling sensation. As that leaf opened and

it so irksome to her in others. In point of fact, she’d

rolled its edges outward, Kitty felt a sense of joy and

been known to pick a lock here and there, not always

delight that very little else in the world could inspire

necessarily a lock that she specifically owned or had

within her.

the rights to open. Usually under cover of night,
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sometimes in dark parking lots, often at public

beans, but it didn’t count because we have plenty!

(even, once, Federal) buildings. And she ratio-

People didn’t change, Kitty had learned. Not

nalized the heck out of it: she didn’t enter, she just

over time and not through history. People were

opened. It wasn’t stealing, it was...mastery. Control.

pretty much the same whether she was studying

Well, the illusion of it, anyway.

plant remains along the coast of a barrier island

And Kitty was very well aware that by pick-

amongst the wreckage of the Robber Baron families

ing a lock and then telling herself that it didn’t count

of the early 20th century, or the tropical settlements

because she didn’t actually go inside that she was no

of the Pacific Islands.

better than every other person she had come across

Rationalization was king then and king now.

who violated their own ideals and values but then

And Kitty Campbell, the girl who had spent her

told themselves it didn’t count. Rationalization was

childhood mesmerized by new growth and new life,

a powerful, powerful thing.

now spent her career examining the remains of life

Plants, though, even ancient dessicated plant
remains, didn’t rationalize. They didn’t lie, either.

long gone--and somehow also solving murders and
catching killers.

They either were or the weren’t. They might be diffi-

Life and death. And rationalization.

cult to identify, but Kitty knew she could turn them

Kitty turned back to observe the organized

this way or that, look for a particular trait or charac-

chaos that surrounded her. The police officers, four

teristic and finally, in the end, put a conclusive name

of them, were circulating through the crowd still,

to the tiny, fragile, precious piece of history under

separating out which guests had been seated at the

her microscope.

time the kalua pork was uncovered, and which had

What she also knew, buried in her mind

actually observed the event.

beneath this view of her work, was that there were

From what she could gather, they weren’t

people behind those pieces of history, that those

focusing on the guests who had been in the second

plants got to where Kitty could find them because a

row back from the edge of the pit--most of those had

human, maybe thousands of years ago, had carried

only seen glimpses, or had witnessed the unveiling

and placed them there. Had planted them there.

through the screens of their phones as they sought

Cooked them. Spilled them or stored them. And

to capture the grand moment on video. One officer

that those humans had also lied, or rationalized, or

was diligently working his way through the crowd,

told themselves it didn’t count. Yes, I spilled those

confiscating digital devices and stoically bearing up
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under the onslaught of panicked abuse that inspired

essential skill in the field.

in at least half the guests, who likened giving up their

Kitty’s roving eye landed on the two men

phones as a fate worse than the one suffered by whom- who had been standing inside the pit. One was leanever had ended up in the pit.
Other officers seemed to be narrowing their

ing over the monstera leaves exploding from one of
the planting beds, and the other had his back to the

list of interviewees based on those who had been clos-

first--apparently to mask the fact that his companion

est to the imu when it had been opened. That includ-

was vomiting profusely into the plant life.

ed Kitty and Marcus, but also Lacy and Ailani, along

Kitty grimaced. What a shock that must

with a handful of other front-row guests It seemed to

have been. The Lahaina Luau was one of the most

also include the luau manager, and Kitty realized that

famous and longest-running on the island of Maui,

it obviously must also include the employees who had

and took place every night year-round. How many

been physically in the pit and removed the coals from

times had these two guys uncovered a roast pork

the pork.

and flamboyantly unveiled it to a crowd of excited

Front row, indeed.

vacationers who were literally salivating in anticipa-

From where she stood next to Lacy, Kitty

tion? They were surely well-versed in drawing out

turned her head and glanced around. She was trying

the suspense, building excitement while educating

not to draw attention to herself--she’d been suckered

the guests, creating an ambiance of balanced fun and

into investigating murder last year, and she didn’t

traditional culture. Zero chance either one of these

relish the idea of revisiting the experience. Still, she

guys had been ready for what they revealed tonight

was curious. Scientists, by their natures, tended

as the pig was carried away on poles.

toward curiosity, but in archaeologists it leaned more
in the direction of nosiness. Archaeology and its

Wait. Hadn’t there been three men in the
pit? Kitty wondered.

parent discipline, anthropology, were by definition the

The warrior finished his vomiting and his

study of human culture, social sciences that sought to

friend silently handed him a napkin from one of the

explore and explain the systems that humans come up

dinner tables to clean his face. Kitty thought they

with that organize and govern the way in which they

must be no older than Lacy, who herself was still

interact and regulate relationships. Nosiness wasn’t

looking decidedly ill.

just an occupational hazard, it was a finely honed and

Taking a half moment to glance at Ailani and Mar-
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cus, who were holding a silent conversation, Ailani

terrupted by Pete.

with a distressed look on her face and Marcus com-

“You’re a doctor?” he asked, his eyes now

forting and soothing her, Kitty backed stealthily away.

fully turned on Kitty. “Are you here to find out....”

Lacy looked at her quickly and then back to the grass

Brian looked at Pete, and Kitty was sure he

beneath her feet.

was about to be ill again. She stepped to one side,

Assuming an air of calm concern, Kitty walked over

just in case.

to where the two imu attendants stood. The second
looked as if he might want to follow the lead of the

Brian cleared his throat and finished his
thought. “To find out...who that is?”

first and take a moment to be sick in the bushes.

Kitty shook her head gently. “I’m not that

“Hey, fellas,” Kitty said to them both softly.

kind of doctor. I’m with Maui College. Sortof.

They nodded back at her. The one of the left, who

There’s a conference?”

hadn’t been ill, struggled to make eye contact, but the
one on the right, still a little green in the face, latched

It came out sounding lame. She wasn’t even
really sure why she was talking to these boys.

onto Kitty’s greeting like a life preserver.
“Are you with the police?” he asked, sounding

They really were little more than boys, she
saw. Maybe in their early 20s, very fit and tan, as

as desperate as he looked. His bare chest, the “skirt”

one would expect of the most visible representatives

he wore around his waist that Kitty knew wasn’t a sa-

of the luau after the dancers. Brian was covered in

rong but rather called a pareo in Hawaii, and the leafy

a light sheen of sweat, and Pete was looking whiter

lei around his neck would have made him seem like

than Kitty had noticed at first.

a relaxed party-goer, but this young man was anxious
and desperate for help.

“Oh,” was all he said. He was obviously disappointed.

Kitty shook her head, feeling sincerely sorry
she couldn’t offer him more help.
“What’s your name?” she asked.

“Do you know who it is?” Kitty asked him,
wondering why he’d pinned his hopes on what she
assumed was a medical doctor.

The young man told her, “Brian, and this is

Pete shook his head. So did Brian.

Pete.”

“No, no,” Pete told her, swallowing hard. “I
Pete nodded sharply and Kitty saw Brian swal- just...man.”

low hard.

He seemed to be fighting back tears.
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Brian patted him on the shoulder in a characteristically masculine way, offering comfort without

“He was the other dude with us tonight, the
one who uncovered the kalua,” Pete told her.

words.

“Where is he now?” Kitty wanted to know.
“It’s awful, I know,” Kitty said. “Do you have

Pete pointed, and Kitty had to turn all the

any idea how someone could have...gotten in there?”

way around to see where he was indicating. Lean-

Pete looked at her again, and this time it was

ing against the bamboo outer walls of the building

his face that was filled with desperation.
“No!” he said a little too loudly. He looked

through which Kitty had entered was another young
man, his waist wrapped in a pareo, a lei around his

around and saw he’d gotten some attention from oth-

neck. His arms were crossed over his chest, and he

ers standing nearby.

had an expression on his face that was almost bored.

Lowering his voice he continued, “That’s the
thing. We always dig out the pit the night before the

Kitty thanked the two boys and walked over to
Jimmy.

luau, so the pork can roast overnight.”
Brian nodded and picked up the story seam-

She wondered why she was doing this. She
should head back over to Ailani, make her apologies,

lessly. “But tonight was different, because the old imu

get back in her rental car and fight traffic back to

had been used a bunch and was kinda too big? Like,

Kihei to get a good night’s sleep. She should not, of all

the side walls were starting to collapse? So we needed

things, interrogate this luau employee. And certainly

a new one.”

not before the police had a chance to do it.

Pete added, “It was a huge pain. We don’t have

“Hi, I’m Dr. Campbell,” she said to Jimmy.

to do that very often, but yesterday, we dug out a new
imu and lined it and got it all ready. The pork went in

He looked her up and down, once. He didn’t
respond.

before we went home last night, after 11.”

“You uncovered the kalua tonight?” she asked.

“And then Jimmy was here this morning at 8

He nodded, his gaze out over the rolling waves

to add coals so it would finish cooking in time before

along the beach. The torches had been lit and the sky

everyone started to arrive? So I just don’t see how…”

was darkening rapidly.

Brian broke off and covered his mouth with
a fist. He was obviously warring with his stomach

“Any idea how...someone fell in?” she questioned.

again.

He flicked his eyes back to Kitty, then returned
“Jimmy?” Kitty asked. “Who is that?”
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“No one falls in an imu,” he told her quietly.
“No one?” she asked.
He shook his head. “How? Damn thing’s
three feet deep. Can’t all in. Slide, maybe. Slip. Not
fall.”
“How did they GET in, then,” she clarified.
He shook his head again.
“You’re not hearing me, doc,” he told her.
Looking her in the eyes, his arms still folded over his
waist, he said, “The way that body was? Under the
pork and the banana leaves? That person didn’t slip
or slide. Or fall.”
Kitty tilted her head to one side. “What does
that mean? To you, I mean?”
He shrugged. “Seems pretty obvious. Body
was dumped in.”
Kitty stared.
He was right. It did seem obvious.
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